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Abstract— Finding the k nearest neighbors (kNN) of a query
point, or a set of query points (kNN-Join) are fundamental
problems in many application domains. Many previous efforts to
solve these problems focused on spatial databases or stand-alone
systems, where changes to the database engine may be required,
which may limit their application on large data sets that are
stored in a relational database management system. Furthermore,
these methods may not automatically optimizekNN queries or
kNN-Joins when additional query conditions are specified. In
this work, we study both the kNN query and the kNN-Join in
a relational database, possibly augmented with additionalquery
conditions. We search for relational algorithms that require no
changes to the database engine. The straightforward solution
uses the user-defined-function (UDF) that a query optimizer
cannot optimize. We design algorithms that could be implemented
by SQL operators without changes to the database engine,
hence enabling the query optimizer to understand and generate
the “best” query plan. Using only a small constant number
of random shifts for databases in any fixed dimension, our
approach guarantees to find the approximatekNN with only
logarithmic number of page accesses in expectation with a
constant approximation ratio and it could be extended to find
the exact kNN efficiently in any fixed dimension. Our design
paradigm easily supports thekNN-Join and updates. Extensive
experiments on large, real and synthetic, data sets confirm the
efficiency and practicality of our approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Thek-Nearest Neighbor query (kNN) is a classical problem
that has been extensively studied, due to its many important
applications, such as spatial databases, pattern recognition,
DNA sequencing and many others. A more general version
is the kNN-Join problem [7], [8], [11], [31], [32]: Given a
data setP and a query setQ, for each pointq ∈ Q we would
like to retrieve itsk nearest neighbors from points inP .

Previous work has concentrated on the use of spatial
databases or stand-alone systems. In these solution method-
ologies, changes to the database engine maybe necessary; for
example, new index structures or novel algorithms need to
be incorporated into the engine. This requirement poses a
limitation when the data set is stored in a database in which
neither the spatial indices (such as the popular R-tree) northe
kNN-Join algorithms are available. Another limitation of the
existing approaches that are outside the relational database, is
the lack of support for query optimization, when additional
query conditions are specified. Consider the query:
Retrieve the k nearest restaurants of q
with both Italian food and French wines.

The results of this query could be empty (in the case where

no restaurants offer both Italian food and French wines) and
the kNN retrieval is not necessary at all. It is well known
that when the data is stored in a relational database, for
various types of queries using only primitive SQL operators,
the sophisticated query optimizer built inside the database
engine will do an excellent job in finding a fairly good query
execution plan [4].

These advantages of storing and processing data sets in a
relational database motivate us to study thekNN query and
the kNN-Join problem in a relational database environment.
Our goal is to design algorithms that could be implemented
by the primitive SQL operators and require no changes to the
database engine. The benefits of satisfying such constraints
are threefold. First,kNN based queries could be augmented
with ad-hoc query conditions dynamically, and they are auto-
matically optimized by the query optimizer, without updating
the query algorithm each time for specific query conditions.
Second, such an approach could be readily applied on ex-
isting commercial databases, without incurring any cost for
upgrading or updating the database engine, e.g., to make it
support spatial indices. We denote an algorithm that satisfies
these two constraints as arelational algorithm. Finally, this
approach makes it possible to support thekNN-Join efficiently.
We would like to design algorithms that work well for data
in multiple dimensions and easily support dynamic updates
without performance degeneration.

The similar relational principle has been observed for other
problems as well, e.g., approximate string joins in relational
databases [15]. The main challenge in designing relational
algorithms is presented by the fact that a query optimizer
cannot optimize any user-defined functions (UDF) [15]. This
rules out the possibility of using a UDF as a main query
condition. Otherwise, the query plan always degrades to the
expensive linear scan or the nested-loop join approach, which
is prohibitive for large databases. For example,

SELECT TOP k * FROM Address A, Restaurant R
WHERE R.Type=‘Italian’ AND R.Wine=‘French’
ORDER BY Euclidean(A.X, A.Y, R.X, R.Y)

In this query, X and Y are attributes representing the
coordinates of an Address record or a Restaurant record.
“Euclidean” is a UDF that calculates the Euclidean distance
between two points. Hence, this is akNN-Join query. Even
though this query does qualify as a relational algorithm, the
query plan will be a nested-loop join when there are restaurants
satisfying both the “Type” and “Wine” constraints, since the



query optimizer cannot optimize the UDF “Euclidean”. This
implies that we may miss potential opportunities to fully
optimize the queries. Generalizing this example to thekNN-
query problem, the UDF-based approach will degrade to the
expensive linear scan approach.

Our Contributions. In this work, we design relational algo-
rithms that can be implemented using primitive SQL operators
without the reliance on the UDF as a main query condition,
so that the query optimizer can understand and optimize. We
would like to support both approximate and exactkNN and
kNN-Join queries. More specifically,

• We formalize the problems ofkNN queries andkNN-
Joins in a relational database (Section II).

• We provide a constant factor approximate solution based
on the Z-order values from a small, constant number of
randomly shifted copies of the database (Section III). We
provide the theoretical analysis to show that by using only
O(1) random shifts for data in any fixed dimension, our
approach gives an expected constant factor approximation
(in terms of the radius of thek nearest neighbor ball) with
only log N number of page accesses for thekNN query
whereN is the size of data setP . Our approach can be
achieved with only primitive SQL operators.

• Using the approximate solution, we show how to get
exact results for akNN query efficiently (Section IV).
Furthermore, we show that for certain types of data
distributions, our exact solution also only usesO(log N)
number of page accesses in any fixed dimension. The
exact solution is also easy to implement using SQL.

• We extend our algorithms tokNN-Join queries, which
can be achieved in relational databases without changes
to the engines (Section V).

• We show that our algorithms easily support float values,
data in arbitrary dimension and dynamic updates without
any changes to the algorithms (Section VI).

• We present a comprehensive experimental study, that
confirms the significant performance improvement of our
approach, against the state of the art (Section VII).

In summary, we show how to find constant approximations
for kNN queries in logarithm page accesses with a small
constant number of random shifts in any fixed dimension; our
approximate results lead to highly efficient search of the exact
answers, with a simple post-processing of the results. Finally,
our framework enables the efficient processing ofkNN-Joins.
We survey the related work in Section VIII.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Suppose that the data setP in a d dimensional space is
stored in a relational table RP . The coordinates of each point
p ∈ P are stored ind attributes{Y1, . . . , Yd}. Each point could
associate with other values, e.g., types of restaurants. These ad-
ditional attributes are denoted by{A1, . . . , Ag} for some value
g. Hence, the schema of RP is {pid, Y1, · · · , Yd, A1, · · · , Ag}
wherepid corresponds to the point id fromP .

kNN queries. Given a query pointq and its coordinates

{X1, . . . , Xd}, let A=kNN(q, RP ) be the set ofk nearest
neighbors ofq from RP and |x, y| be the Euclidean distance
between the pointx and the pointy (or the corresponding
records for the relational representation of the points), then:

(A ⊆ RP )∧(|A| = k)∧(∀a ∈ A, ∀r ∈ RP−A, |a, q| ≤ |r, q|).
kNN-Join. In this case, the query is a set of points denoted
by Q, and it is stored in a relational table RQ. The schema of
RQ is {qid, X1, · · · , Xd, B1, · · · , Bh}. Each pointq in Q is
represented as a records in RQ, and its coordinates are stored
in attributes{X1, . . . , Xd} of s. Additional attributes ofq,
are represented by attributes{B1, · · · , Bh} for some valueh.
Similarly, qid corresponds to the point id fromQ. The goal
of the kNN-Join query is to join each records from RQ with
its kNN from RP , based on the Euclidean distance defined by
{X1, . . . , Xd} and {Y1, . . . , Yd}, i.e., for ∀s ∈ Q, we would
like to produce pairs(s, r), for ∀r ∈ kNN(s, Rp).

Other query conditions. Additional, ad-hoc query condi-
tions could be specified by any regular expression, over
{A1, · · · , Ag} in case ofkNN queries, or both{A1, · · · , Ag}
and{B1, · · · , Bh} in case ofkNN-Join queries. The relational
requirement clearly implies that the query optimizer will be
able to automaticallyoptimize input queries based on these
query conditions (see our discussion in Section VII).

Approximate k nearest neighbors.Supposeq’s kth nearest
neighbor fromP is p∗ and r∗ = |q, p∗|. Let p be thekth
nearest neighbor ofq for somekNN algorithm A and rp =
|q, p|. Given ǫ > 0 (or c > 1), we say that(p, rp) ∈ R

d × R

is a (1 + ǫ)-approximate (orc-approximate) solution to the
kNN querykNN(q, P ) if r∗ ≤ rp ≤ (1 + ǫ)r∗ (or r∗ ≤ rp ≤
cr∗ for some constantc). Algorithm A is called a(1 + ǫ)-
approximation (orc-approximation) algorithm.

Similarly for kNN-Joins, an algorithm that finds akth
nearest neighbor pointp ∈ P for each query pointq ∈ Q,
that is at least a(1 + ǫ)-approximation orc-approximation
w.r.t kNN(q, P ) is a (1 + ǫ)-approximate orc-approximate
kNN-Join algorithm. The result by this algorithm is referred
to as a(1 + ǫ)-approximate orc-approximate join result.

Additional notes. The default value ford in our running
examples is two, but, our proofs and algorithms are presented
for any fixed dimension,d. We focus on the case where the
coordinates for points are always integers. Handling floating
points coordinates is discussed in Section VI. Our approach
easily supports updates, which is also discussed in Section
VI. The number of records in RP and RQ are denoted by
N = |RP | andM = |RQ| respectively. We assume that each
page can store maximallyB records from either RP or RQ,
and the fan-out of a B+ tree isf . Without loss of generality,
we assume that points inP are all in unique locations. For the
general case, our algorithms can be easily adapted by breaking
the ties arbitrarily.

III. A PPROXIMATION BY RANDOM SHIFTS

The z-value of a point is calculated by interleaving the
binary representations of its coordinate values from the most



significant bit (msb) to the least significant bit (lsb). For
example, given a point(2, 6) in a 2-d space, the binary
representation of its coordinates is(010, 110). Hence, itsz-
value is011100 = 28. The Z-order curve for a set of points
P is obtained by connecting the points inP by the numerical
order of theirz-values and this produces the recursively Z-
shaped curve. A key observation for the computation ofz-
value is that, it only requires simple bit-shift operationswhich
are readily available or easily achievable in most commercial
database engines. For a pointp, zp denotes itsz-value.

Our idea utilizes thez-values to map points in a multi-
dimensional space into one dimension, and then translate the
kNN search for a query pointq into one dimensional range
search on thez-values around theq’s z-value. In most cases,
z-values preserve the spatial locality and we can findq’s kNN
in a close neighborhood (sayγ positions up and down) of its
z-value. However, this is not always the case. In order to get
a theoretical guarantee, we produceα, independent, randomly
shifted copies of the input data setP and repeat the above
procedure for each randomly shifted version ofP .

Specifically, we define the “random shift” operation, as
shifting all data points inP by a random vector−→v ∈ R

d.
This operation is simplyp + −→v for all p ∈ P , and denoted
as P + −→v . We independently at random generateα number
of vectors {−→v1, . . . ,

−→vα} where ∀i ∈ [1, α], −→vi ∈ R
d. Let

P i = P +−→vi , P 0 = P and−→v0 =
−→
0 . For eachP i, its points are

sorted by theirz-values. Note that the random shift operation
is executed only once for a data setP and used for subsequent
queries. Next, for a query pointq and a data setP , let zp be
the successorz-value of zq among all z-values for points in
P . The γ-neighborhood ofq is defined as theγ points up
and down next tozp. For the special case, whenzp does not
haveγ points before or after, we simply take enough points
after or beforezp to make the total number of points in the
γ-neighborhood to be2γ + 1, including zp itself. Our kNN
query algorithm essentially finds theγ-neighborhood of the
query pointqi = q+−→vi in P i for i ∈ [0, α] and select the final
top k from the points in the unioned(α+1) γ-neighborhoods,
with a maximum(α + 1)(2γ + 1) number of distinct points.
We denote this algorithm as the zχ-kNN algorithm and it is
shown in Algorithm 1. It is important to note that in Line
5, we obtain the original point from its shifted version if it
is selected to be a candidate in one of theγ-neighborhoods.
This step simplifies the final retrieval of thekNN from the
candidate setC. It also implies that the candidate setsCi’s
may contain duplicate points, i.e., a point may be in theγ-
neighborhood of the query point in more than one randomly
shifted versions.

The zχ-kNN is clearly very simple and can be implemented
efficiently using only(α+1) one-dimensional range searches,
each requires only logarithmic IOs w.r.t the number of pages
occupied by the data set (N/B) if γ is some constant. More
importantly, we can show that, withα = O(1) andγ = O(k),
zχ-kNN gives a constant approximationkNN result in any
fixed dimensiond, with only O(logf

N
B +k/B) page accesses.

In fact, we can show these results with justα = 1 and

Algorithm 1 : zχ-kNN (point q, point sets{P 0, . . . , Pα})

CandidatesC = ∅;1

for i = 0, . . . , α do2

Find zi
p as the successor ofzq+−→vi

in P i;3

Let Ci be γ points up and down next tozi
p in P i;4

For each pointp in Ci, let p = p −−→vi ;5

C = C
⋃

Ci;6

Let Aχ = kNN(q, C) and outputAχ.7

γ = k. In this case, letP ′ be a randomly shifted version of the
point setP , q′ be the correspondingly shifted query point and
Aq′ be thek nearest neighbors ofq′ in P ′. Note thatAq′ = A.
Let points inP ′ be {p1, p2, . . . , pN} and they are sorted by
their z-values. The successor ofzq′ w.r.t the z-values inP ′ is
denoted aspτ for someτ ∈ [1, N ]. Clearly, the candidate set
C in this case is simplyC = {pτ−k, . . . , pτ+k}. Without loss
of generality, we assume that bothτ − k andτ + k are within
the range of[1, N ], otherwise we can simply take additional
points after or before the successor as explained above in the
algorithm description. We useB(c, r) to denote a ball with
centerc and radiusr and letrad(p, S) be the distance from
the pointp to the farthest pointin a point setS. We first show
the following lemmas in order to claim the main theorem.

Lemma 1 Let M be the smallest box, centered atq′ contain-
ing Aq′ and with side length2i (wherei is assumed w.l.o.g to
be an integer> 0) which is randomly placed in a quadtreeT
(associated with the Z-order). If the eventEj is defined asM
being contained in a quadtree boxMT with side length2i+j ,
and MT is the smallest such quadtree box, then

Pr(Ej) ≤
(

1 − 1

2j

)d
dj−1

2
j2−j

2

Proof: The proof is in the Appendix.

Lemma 2 The zχ-kNN algorithm gives an approximatek-
nearest neighbor ballB(q′, rad(q′, C)) usingq′ andP ′ where
rad(q′, C) is at most the side length ofMT . Here MT is the
smallest quadtree box containingM , as defined in Lemma 1.

Proof: zχ-kNN scans at leastpτ−k . . . pτ+k, and picks
the top k nearest neighbors toq among these candidates.
Let a be the number of points betweenpτ and the point
with the largest z-value inB(q′, rad(q′,Aq′)), the exactk-
nearest neighbor ball ofq′. Similarly, let b be the number
of points betweenpτ and the point with the smallest z-
value in B(q′, rad(q′,Aq′)). Clearly, a + b = k. Note that
B(q′, rad(q′,Aq′)) ⊂ M is contained insideMT , hence
the number of points insideMT ≥ k. Now, pτ . . . pτ+k

must containa points insideMT . Similarly, pτ−k . . . pτ must
contain at leastb points fromMT . Since we have collected at
leastk points fromMT , rad(q′, C) is upper bounded by the
side length ofMT .

Lemma 3 MT is only constant factor larger thanM in
expectation.



Proof: The expected side length ofMT is:

E[2i+j ] ≤
∞
∑

j=1

2i+j Pr(Ej) ≤ 2i
∞
∑

j=1

(1 − 1

2j
)ddj−12

3j−j2

2 ,

where Lemma 1 givesPr(Ej). Using Taylor’s approximation:
(

1 − 1

2j

)d

≤
(

1 − d2−j
(

1 + 2−1−j
)

+ d22−2j−1
)

and substituting it in the above expectation calculation, we can
show thatE[2i+j ] is O(2i). The detail is in the Appendix.

These lemmas lead to the main theorem for zχ-kNN.

Theorem 1 Using α = O(1), or just one randomly shifted
copy ofP , and γ = O(k), zχ-kNN guarantees an expected
constant factor approximate kNN result withO(logf

N
B +k/B)

number of page accesses.

Proof: The IO cost follows directly from the fact that
the one dimensional range search used by zχ-kNN takes
O(logf

N
B + k/B) number of page accesses with a B-tree

index. Let q be the point for which we just computed the
approximatek-nearest neighbor ballB(q′, rad(q′, C)). From
Lemma 2, we know thatrad(q′, C) is at most the side length
of MT . From Lemma 3 we know that the side length ofMT

is at most constant factor larger thanrad(q′,Aq′) in P ′, in
expectation. Note thatrad(q,Aq) in P equalsrad(q′,Aq′)
in P ′. Hence our algorithm, in expectation, computes an
approximatek-nearest neighbor ball that is only a constant
factor larger than the truek-nearest neighbor ball.

Algorithm 1 clearly indicates that zχ-kNN only relies on
one dimensional range search as its main building block (Line
4). One can easily implement this algorithm with just SQL
statements over tables that store the point sets{P 0, . . . , Pα}.
We simply use the original data setP to demonstrate the
translation of the zχ-kNN into SQL. Specifically, we pre-
process the table RP so that an additional attributezval is
introduced. A recordr ∈RP uses{Y1, . . . , Yd} to compute
its z-value and store it as thezval. Next, aclustered B+-tree
indexis built on the attributezvalover the table RP . This also
implies that records in RP are sorted by thezvalattribute. For
a given query pointq, we first calculate itsz-value (denoted
as zval as well) and then, we find thesuccessorrecord ofq
in RP , based on thezval attribute of Rp andq. In the sequel,
we assume that such a successor record always exists. In the
special case, whenq’s z-value is larger than all thez-values
in RP , we simply take its predecessor instead. This technical
detail will be omitted. The successor can be found by:
SELECT TOP 1 * FROM RP WHERE RP .zval ≥ q.zval

Note thatTOP is a ranking operator that becomes part of
the standard SQL in most commercial database engines. For
example, Microsoft SQL Server 2005 has theTOP operator
available. Recent versions of Oracle, MySQL, and DB2 have
the LIMIT operator which has the same functionality. Since
table RP has a clustered B+ tree on thezval attribute, this
query has only a logarithmic cost (to the size of RP ) in terms
of the IOs, i.e.,O(logf

N
B ). Suppose the successor record is

rs, in the next step, we retrieve all records that locate within
γ positions away fromrs. This can be done as:

SELECT * FROM
( SELECT TOP γ * FROM RP WHERE RP .zval

> rs.zval ORDER BY RP .zval ASC
UNION
SELECT TOP γ * FROM RP WHERE RP .zval
< rs.zval ORDER BY RP .zval DESC ) AS C

Again, due to the clustered B+ tree index on thezval,
this query is essentially a sequential scan aroundrs, with a
query cost ofO(logf

N
B + γ

B ). The first SELECT clause of
this query is similar to the successor query as above. The
secondSELECT clause is also similar but the ranking is in
descending order of thezval. However, even in the second
case, the query optimizer is robust enough to realize that with
the clustered index on thezval, no ranking is required and it
simply sequentially scansγ records backwards fromrs.

The final step of our algorithm is to simply retrieve the top
k records from these2γ + 1 candidates (includingrs), based
on their Euclidean distance to the query pointq. Hence, the
UDF ‘Euclidean’ is only applied in the last step with2γ + 1
number of records. The complete algorithm can be expressed
in one SQL statement as follows:
1 SELECT TOP k * FROM
2 ( SELECT TOP γ + 1 * FROM RP ,
3 ( SELECT TOP 1 zval FROM RP

4 WHERE RP .zval ≥ q.zval
5 ORDER BY RP .zval ASC ) AS T
6 WHERE RP .zval≥T.zval
7 ORDER BY RP .zval ASC
8 UNION
9 SELECT TOP γ * FROM RP

10 WHERE RP .zval < T.zval
11 ORDER BY RP .zval DESC ) AS C
12 ORDER BY Euclidean(q.X1,q.X2,C.Y1,C.Y2) (Q1)

For all SQL environments, line3 to 5 need to be copied
into theFROM clause in line9. We omit this from the SQL
statement to shorten the presentation. In the sequel, for similar
situations in all queries, we choose to omit this. Essentially,
line 2 to line 11 in Q1 select theγ-neighborhood ofq in P ,
which will be the candidate set for finding the approximate
kNN of q using the Euclidean UDF by line1 and12.

In general, we can pre-process{P 1, . . . , Pα} similarly to
get the randomly shifted tables{R1

P , . . . , Rα
P } of RP , the

above procedure could be then easily repeated and the final
answer is the topk selected based on applying the Euclidean
UDF over the union of the(α+1) γ-neighborhoods retrieved.
The whole process could be done in just one SQL by repeating
line 2 to line 11 on each randomly shifted table and unioning
them together with the SQL operator UNION.

In the work by Liao et al. [23], using Hilbert-curves a
set of d + 1 deterministic shifts can be done to guarantee
a constant factor approximate answer but in this case the
space requirement is high,O(d) copies of the entire pointset
is required, and the associated query cost is increased by
a multiplicative factor ofd. In contrast, our approach only
requiresO(1) shifts for any dimension and can be adapted
to yield exact answers. In practice, we just use the optimal
value of α = min(d, 4) that we found experimentally to



give the best results for any fixed dimension. In addition, z-
values are much simpler to calculate than the Hilbert values,
especially in higher dimensions, making it suitable for theSQL
environment. Finally, we emphasize that randomly shifted
tables{R1

P , . . . , Rα
P } are generated only once and could be

used for multiple, different queries.

IV. EXACT kNN RETRIEVAL

The zχ-kNN algorithm finds a good approximate solution
in O(logf

N
B + k/B) number of IOs. We denote thekNN

result from thezχ-kNN algorithm asAχ. One could further
retrieve the exactkNN results based onAχ. A straightforward
solution is to perform a range query using the approximate
kth nearest neighbor ballof Aχ, B(Aχ). It is defined as the
ball centered atq with the radiusrad(q,Aχ), i.e., B(Aχ) =
B(q, rad(q,Aχ)). Clearly,rad(q,Aχ) ≥ r∗. Hence, the exact
kNN points are enclosed byB(Aχ). This implies that we can
find the exactkNN for q by:

SELECT TOP k * FROM RP

WHERE Euclidean(q.X1,q.X2,RP .Y1,RP .Y2)≤ rad(p,Aχ)
ORDER BY Euclidean(q.X1,q.X2,RP .Y1,RP .Y2) (Q2)

This query does reduce the number of records participated in
the final ranking procedure with the Euclidean UDF. However,
it still needs to scan the entire table RP to calculate the
Euclidean UDF first for each record, thus becomes very
expensive. Fortunately, we can again utilize thez-values to
find the exactkNN based onAχ much more efficiently.

We define thekNN box for Aχ as the smallest box that
fully enclosesB(Aχ), denoted asM(Aχ). Generalizing this
notation, letAχ

i be the kNN result of zχ-kNN when it is
applied only on table RiP and M(Aχ

i ) and B(Aχ
i ) be the

correspondingkNN box andkth nearest neighbor ball from
table Ri

P . The exactkNN results from all table RiP ’s are the
same and they are always equal toA. In the sequel, when the
context is clear, we omit the subscripti from Aχ

i .
An example of thekNN box is shown in Figure 1(a). In

this case, thezχ-kNN algorithm on this table RP returns the
kNN result asAχ = {p1, p2, p4} for k = 3 andp4 is thekth
nearest neighbor. Hence,B(Aχ) = B(q, |q, p4|), shown as the
solid circle in Figure 1(a). ThekNN boxM(Aχ) is defined by
the lower-left and right-upper corner pointsδℓ andδh, i.e., the
∆ points in Figure 1(a). As we have argued above, the exact
kNN result must be enclosed byB(Aχ), hence, also enclosed
by M(Aχ). In this case, the exactkNN result is{p1, p2, p3}
and the dotted circle in Figure 1(a) is the exactkth nearest
neighbor ballB(A).

Lemma 4 For a rectangular boxM and its lower-left and
upper-right corner pointsδℓ, δh, ∀p ∈ M , zp ∈ [zℓ, zh], where
zp stands for thez-value of a pointp and zℓ, zh correspond
to thez-values ofδℓ and δh respectively (See Figure 1(a)).

Proof: Consider 2-d points, letp.X and p.Y be the
coordinate values ofp in x-axis andy-axis respectively. By
p ∈ M , we havep.X ∈ [δℓ.X, δh.X ] andp.Y ∈ [δℓ.Y, δh.Y ].
Since thez-value of a point is obtained by shuffling bits of
its coordinate values from the msb to the lsb in an alternating

p4

zp1

γ

zp4zℓ zp3zhzp2 zp5

γ
z-val

p5

zq

r∗

rp

δh

δℓ

qp1

p2

p3

(a) kNN box.

p5

p8

p9

p7

qp1

p2

p3

δh

δℓ

p4

p6

γh

γℓ

(b) Aχ = A.

Fig. 1. kNN box: definition and exact search.

fashion, this immediately implies thatzp ∈ [zℓ, zh]. The case
for higher dimensions is similar.

Lemma 4 implies that thez-values of all exactkNN points
will be bounded by the range[zℓ, zh], wherezℓ andzh are the
z-values for theδℓ andδh points ofM(Aχ), in other words:

Corollary 1 Let zℓ andzh be thez-values ofδℓ andδh points
of M(Aχ). For all p ∈ A, zp ∈ [zℓ, zh].

Proof: By B(A) ⊂ M(Aχ) and Lemma 4.
Consider the example in Figure 1(a), Corollary 1 guarantees

that zpi for i ∈ [1, 5] and zq are located betweenzℓ and zh

in the one-dimensionalz-value axis. Thezχ-kNN essentially
searchesγ number of points around both the left and the right
of zq in the z-value axis, forα number of randomly shifted
copies ofP , includingP itself. However, as shown in Figure
1(a), it may still miss some of the exactkNN points. Letγℓ

andγh denote the left and rightγ-th points respectively for this
search. In this case, letγ = 2, zp3 is outside the search range,
specifically, zp3 > zγh

. Hence,zχ-kNN could not find the
exactkNN result. However, given Corollary 1, an immediate
result is that one can guarantee to find the exactkNN result by
considering all points with theirz-values betweenzℓ and zh

of M(Aχ). In fact, if zγℓ
≤ zℓ andzγh

≥ zh in at least oneof
the table Ri’s for i = 0, . . . , α, we know for sure thatzχ-kNN
has successfully retrieved the exactkNN result; otherwise it
may have missed some exactkNN points. The case whenzℓ

and zh are both contained byzγℓ
and zγh

of the M(Aχ) in
one of the randomly shifted tables is illustrated in Figure 1(b).
In this case, in one of the(α+1) randomly shifted tables, the
z-order curve passes throughzγℓ

first before any points in
M(Aχ) (i.e., zγℓ

≤ zℓ) and it comes tozγh
after all points

in M(Aχ) have been visited (i.e.,zγh
≥ zh). As a result, the

candidate points considered byzχ-kNN include every point
in A and thekNN result from the algorithmzχ-kNN will be
exact, i.e.,Aχ = A.

When this is not the case, i.e., eitherzi
ℓ < zi

γℓ
or zi

h > zi
γh

or both in all tablesRi
P ’s for i = 0, . . . , α, Aχ might not be

equal toA. To address this issue, we first choose one of the
table Rj

P such that itsM(Aχ
j ) contains the least number of

points amongkNN boxes from all tables; then the candidate
points for the exactkNN search only need to include all points
contained by this box, i.e.,M(Aχ

j ) from the table RjP .
To find the exactkNN from the boxM(Aχ

j ), we utilizing
Lemma 4 and Corollary 1. In short, we calculate thezj

ℓ and



Algorithm 2 : z-kNN (point q, point sets{P 0, . . . , Pα})

Let Aχ
i be kNN(q, Ci) whereCi is from Line 4 in the1

zχ-kNN algorithm;
Let zi

ℓ andzi
h be the z-values of the lower-left and2

upper-right corner points for the boxM(Aχ
i );

Let zi
γℓ

andzi
γh

be the lower bound and upper bound of3

the z-values zχ-kNN has searched to produceCi;
if ∃i ∈ [0, α], s.t. zi

γℓ
≤ zi

ℓ and zi
γh

≥ zi
h then4

ReturnAχ by zχ-kNN asA;5

else6

Find j ∈ [0, α] such that the number of points inRj
P7

with z-values in∈ [zj
ℓ , z

j
h] is minimized;

Let Ce be those points and returnA = kNN(q, Ce);8

zj
h of this box and do a range query with[zj

ℓ , z
j
h] on thezval

attribute in table RjP . Since there is a clustered index built
on the zval attribute, this range query becomes a sequential
scan in[zj

ℓ , z
j
h] which is very efficient. It essentially involves

logarithmic IOs to access the path from the root to the leaf
level in the B+ tree, plus some sequential IOs linear to the
number of points betweenzj

ℓ and zj
h in table Rj

P . The next
lemma is immediate based on the above discussion. Letzi

s

be the successorz-value to qi’s z-value in table RiP where
qi = q+−→vi , zi

p be thez-value of a pointp in table Ri
P andLi

be the number of points in the range[zi
ℓ, z

i
h] from table Ri

P .

Lemma 5 For the algorithmzχ-kNN, if there exists at least
onei ∈ {0, . . . , α}, such that[zi

ℓ, z
i
h] ⊆ [zi

γℓ
, zi

γh
], thenAχ =

A; otherwise, we can findA ⊆ [zj
ℓ , z

j
h] for some table RjP

wherej ∈ {0, . . . , α} and Lj = min{L0, . . . , Lα}.

These discussion leads to a simple algorithm for finding the
exactkNN based on zχ-kNN and it is shown in Algorithm 2.
We denote it as the z-kNN algorithm.

Figure 2 illustrates the z-kNN algorithm. In this case,α = 1,
In both table R0P and R1

P , [zγℓ
, zγh

] does not fully contain
[zℓ, zh]. Hence, algorithmzχ-kNN does not guarantee to return
the exactkNN. Among the two tables,[z1

ℓ , z1
h] contains less

number of points than[z0
ℓ , z0

h] (in Figure 2,L1 < L0), hence
we do the range query using[z1

ℓ , z1
h] in table R1

P and apply the
“Euclidean” UDF on the records returned by this range query
to select the final, exactkNN records. Algorithm z-kNN can
be achieved using SQL alone. The first step is to check if
Aχ = A. This is equivalent to check if[zi

ℓ, z
i
h] ⊆ [zi

γℓ
, zi

γh
]

for somei. Note that we can calculate the coordinate values of
δi
ℓ andδi

h for anyM(Aχ
i ) easily with addition and subtraction,

given qi andAχ
i , and convert them into thez-values (zi

ℓ and
zi

h) in SQL (we omit this detail for brevity). That said, this
checking on table RiP can be done via:

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Ri
P

AS R
WHERE R.zval ≥ zi

ℓ
AND R.zval ≤ zi

h
AND R.pid NOT IN ( SELECT pid FROM Ri

P AS R1
WHERE R1.zval ≥ zi

γℓ
AND R1.zval ≤ zi

γh
) (Q3)

z1
s

· · · zval

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·

R0
P

q0.zval

γ

γ z0
ℓ

z0
h

· · ·

· · ·

· · · zval

· · ·
· · ·

· · ·

· · ·
· · ·

γ

γ

R1
P

q1.zval

z1
ℓ

z1
h

L1L0

z0
s

Fig. 2. Exact search ofkNN.

If this count equals0, then [zi
ℓ, z

i
h] ⊆ [zi

γℓ
, zi

γh
]. One can

easily create one SQL statement to do this checking for all
tables. If there is at least one table with a count equal to0
among R0P , . . . , Rα

P , then we can can safely returnAχ as the
exact kNN result. Otherwise, we continue to the next step.
We first select the table (say Rj

P ) with the smallestLi value.
This is done by(Q4), in which we find the valuej. Then we
select the finalkNN result from Rj

P among the records with
z-values between[zj

ℓ , z
j
h] via (Q5).

SELECT TOP 1 ID FROM
( SELECT 0 AS ID, COUNT(*) AS L FROM R0

P
AS R0

WHERE R0.zval ≥ z0
ℓ
AND R0.zval ≤ z0

h
UNION · · · UNION

SELECT α AS ID, COUNT(*) AS L FROM Rα
P AS Rα

WHERE Rα.zval ≥ zα
ℓ

AND Rα.zval ≤ zα
h

) AS T ORDER BY T.L ASC (Q4)

SELECT TOP k * FROM Rj
P

//The ID from Q4 is j

WHERE Rj
P
.zval ≥ zj

ℓ
AND Rj

P
.zval ≤ zj

h

ORDER BY Euclidean(qj.X1,qj.X2,R
j
P
.Y1,R

j
P
.Y2) (Q5)

One can combine(Q3), (Q4) and(Q5) to get the exact
kNN result based on the approximatekNN result given by
(Q1) (the zχ-kNN algorithm).

Finally, we would like to highlight that theoretically, for
many practical distributions, thez-kNNalgorithm still achieves
O(logf

N
B + k/B) number of page accesses to report the

exact kNN result in any fixed dimension. WhenAχ = A,
this result is immediate by Theorem 1. WhenAχ 6= A, the
key observation is that the number of “false positives” in the
candidate setCe (line 8 in Algorithm 2) is bounded by some
constantO(k) for many practical data distributions. Hence, the
number of candidate points that thez-kNN algorithm needs
to check is still O(k), the same as thezχ-kNN algorithm.
Referring back to Figure 1(b), the false positives in akNN box
M(Aχ

i ) are defined as those pointsp such thatp 6∈ M(Aχ
i ) but

zp ∈ [zi
ℓ, z

i
h]. For example, in Figure 1(b), the false positives

are{p8, p6, p7}. Note thatp9 is not a false positive w.r.t this
kNN box as it is beyond the range[zi

ℓ, z
i
h].

Let P be a fixed distribution of points in a fixedd-
dimensional space, i.e.,d is considered as a constant. LetP
be i.i.d. from P and its size beN ≫ k ≥ 1. We will call
this distribution aDoubling Distributionif it has the following
property: LetS be ad dimensional ball with centerpi ∈ P and
radiusr that containsk points. Then, thed dimensional ballS′

with centerpi and radius2r has at mostνk points, for some
ν = O(1). This is a similar restriction to the doubling metric
restriction on metric spaces and has been used before [21].



Note that many distributions of points occurring in real data
sets, including uniform distribution satisfy this property.

Theorem 2 For doubling distributions, the expected number
of false positives for akNN boxM(Aχ

i ) for all i ∈ {0, . . . , α}
is O(k); the number of points that are fully enclosed by
M(Aχ

i ) is alsoO(k).

Proof: Without loss of generality, letι be any fixed
value from 0 to α. Let MT be the smallest quadtree box
that containsM(Aχ

ι ). Let d = 1. We will now show that
the number of points inMT is O(k). The expected number
of points in M(Aχ

ι ) is at mostkν 1
2 + kν2 1

2
3
4 + kν 1

2
1
4

7
8 +

. . . ≤ k
∑∞

j=1
νj

2(j2+1)/2
= O(k), sinceν = O(1). A similar

argument shows that as the dimension increases (but is still
O(1)), the expected number of points inM(Aχ

ι ) is still O(k).
A two level expectation argument shows that the expected
number of points inMT is still O(k). The details of this
calculation are omitted for brevity. The points inMT are
consecutive in z-values and the Z-order curve enters the lower-
left corner and sweeps through the entireMT before it leaves
through the upper right corner ofMT . Since,M(Aχ

ι ) ⊂ MT ,
the curve passing through the lower left corner ofM(Aχ

ι ) and
ending at the upper right corner ofM(Aχ

ι ) can not go out of
MT . This implies that all the false positives are contained in
MT and hence the expected number of false positives is also
upper bounded byO(k) in expectation.

Corollary 2 For doubling distributions, thez-kNN algorithm,
usingO(1) number of random shifts, retrieves the exactkNN
result with O(logf

N
B + k/B) number of page accesses for

data in any fixed dimension.

Our Theorem requires just1 random shift. In practice, we
use several random shifts to amplify the probability of getting
smallerMT sizes (which in turn reduces the query cost), at the
expense of increasing storage cost. We explore this trade-off
in our experiments.

V. kNN-JOIN AND DISTANCE BASED θ-JOIN

An important feature for our approach is that we can easily
and efficiently support join queries. The basic principle of
finding thek nearest neighbors stays the same for thekNN-
Join query over two tables RQ and RP . However, the main
challenge is to achieve this using a single SQL statement. We
still generate R0P , . . . , Rα

P in the same fashion. Concentrating
on the approximate solution, we need to perform the similar
procedure as shown in Section III to joining two tables (RQ

and Ri
P ’s). The general problem is to join each individual

record si from RQ to 2γ + 1 number of records from RP
aroundsi’s successor (based on thez-value) recordrs(si) in
RP ; and then for each such group (si and the2γ + 1 records
aroundrs(si)) we need to select the top-k records based on
their Euclidean distances tosi. A simple approach is to use
a store procedure to implement this idea, i..e, for each record
from RQ, we execute thezχ-kNN query from Section III.

If one would like to implement this join with just one SQL
statement, the observation is that the second step above is

equivalent to retrieving topk records in each group based on
some ranking functions and grouping conditions. This has been
addressed by all commercial database engines. For example,in
Microsoft SQL Server, this is achieved by theRANK() OVER
(PARTITION BY . . . ORDER BY . . .) clause. Conceptu-
ally, this clause assigns a rank number to each record involved
in one partition or group according to its sorted order in that
partition. Hence, we could simply select the tuple with the
rank number that is less than or equal tok from each group.
Oracle, MySQL and DB2 all have their own operators for
similar purposes.

We denote this query as thezχ-kNNJ algorithm. It is
important to notethat in some engines, the query optimizer
may not do a good job in optimizing the top-k query for each
group. An alternative approach is to implement the same idea
with a store procedure, By the same argument as shown in
Section III, the following result is immediate.

Lemma 6 Using α = O(1) and γ = O(k), the zχ-kNNJ
algorithm guarantees an expected constant approximatekNN-
Join result inO

(

M
B (logf

N
B + k

B )
)

number of page accesses.

We could extend the exactz-kNN algorithm from Section
IV to derive SQL statements as thez-kNNJ algorithm for the
exactkNN-Join. We omit it for brevity.

Our approach is quite flexible and supports a variety of
interesting queries. In particular, we demonstrate how it could
be adopted to support the distance basedθ-Join query, denoted
as theθ-DJoin. Our idea for theθ-DJoin is similar to the
principle adopted in [24]. This query joins each recordsi ∈
RQ with the setAθ(si) which contains all recordsrj ∈ RP

such that|si, rj | ≤ θ for some specifiedθ value. Suppose
si corresponds to a query pointq. An obvious observation
is that thefurthest point (or record) toq in Aθ(si) always
has a distance that is at mostθ. Hence, the ballB(q, θ)
completely encloses all points fromAθ(si). Let the θ-box
for a recordsi be the smallest box that enclosesB(q, θ) and
denote it asM(Aθ(si)). Clearly, all points fromAθ(si) are
also fully enclosed byM(Aθ(si)). By Lemma 4, we have
for ∀p ∈ Aθ(si), zp ∈ [zℓ, zh], here zℓ and zh are thez-
values of the bottom-left and top-right corner points of the
box M(Aθ(si)). This becomes exactly the same problem as
the exactkNN search and similar ideas from z-kNN could
then be applied.

VI. FLOAT VALUES, HIGHER DIMENSIONS AND UPDATES

Our method easily supports the floating point coordinates by
computing thez-values explicitly for floating point coordinates
in the pre-processing phase. This is done via the same bit-
interleaving operation. The only problem with this approach
is that the number of bits required for interleavingd-single
precision co-ordinates is256d, assuming IEEE754 floating
point representation. To avoid such a long string we can use
the following trick: We fix the length of the interleaved Z-order
bits to be at mostµd bits, whereµ is a small constant. We scale
the input data such that all coordinates lie between(0, 1). We
then only interleave the firstµ bits of each coordinate after the



decimal point. For most practical data sets,µ < 32 (equivalent
to more than9 digits of precision in the decimal system).

There are no changes required to our framework for dealing
with data in any dimension. Though our techniques work for
any dimension, however, asd increases, the number of bits
required for thez-value also increases. This introduces storage
overhead as well as performance degradation (the fanout of the
clustered B+ tree on thezval attribute drops). Hence, for the
really large dimensionality (sayd > 30) one should consider
using techniques that are specially designed for those purposes,
for example the LSH-based method [5], [14], [25], [30].

Another nice property of our approach is the easy and
efficient support of updates, both insertions and deletions. For
the deletion of a recordr, we simply deleter based on its
pid from all tables R0, . . . , Rα. For an insertion of a record
r that corresponds to a pointp, we calculate thez-values for
p0, . . . , pα, recall pi = p + −→vi . Next, we simply insertr into
all tables R0, . . . , Rα but with differentz-values. The database
engine will take care of maintaining the clustered B+ tree
indices on thezval attribute in all these tables.

Finally, our queries are parallel-friendly as they execute
similar queries over multiple tables with the same schema.

VII. E XPERIMENT

We implemented all algorithms in a database server running
Microsoft SQL Server 2005. The state of the art algorithm for
the exactkNN queries in arbitrary dimension is the iDistance
[20] algorithm. For the approximatekNN, we compare against
the Medrank algorithm [12], since it is the state of the art
for finding approximatekNN in relatively low dimensions
and is possible to adapt it in the relational principle. We also
compared against the approach using deterministic shifts with
the Hilbert-curve [23], however, that method requiresO(d)
shifts and computing Hilbert values in different dimensions.
Both become very expensive whend increases, especially in
a SQL environment. Hence, we focused on the comparison
against theMedrankalgorithm. We would like to emphasize
they were not initially designed to be relational algorithms
that are tailored for the SQL operators. Hence, the results
here do not necessarily reflect their behavior when being used
without the SQL constraint. We implemented iDistance [20]
using SQL, assuming that the clustering step has been pre-
processed outside the database and its incremental, recursive
range exploration is achieved by a stored procedure. We built
the clustered B+ tree index on the one-dimensional distance
value in this approach. We used the suggested120 clusters
with thek-means clustering method, and the recommended∆r
value from [20]. For theMedrank, the pre-processing step is
to generateα random vectors, then createα one-dimensional
lists to store the projection values of the data sets onto the
α random vectors, lastly sort theseα lists. We created one
clustered index on each list. In the query step, we leveraged
on the cursors in the SQL Server as the ‘up’ and ‘down’
pointers and used them to retrieve one record from each list in
every iteration. The query process terminates when there are k
elements have been retrieved satisfying the dynamic threshold

(essentially the TA algorithm [13]). Both steps are achieved
by using stored procedures. We did not implement the iJoin
algorithm [32], the state of the art method forkNN-Joins, us-
ing only SQL, as it is not clear if that is feasible. Furthermore,
it is based on iDistance and ourkNN algorithm significantly
outperforms the SQL-version iDistance. All experiments were
executed on a Windows machine with an Intel2.33GHz CPU.
The memory of the SQL Server is set to1.5GB.

Data sets.The real data sets were obtained from [1]. Each data
set represents the road-networks for a state in United States.
We have tested California, New Jersey, Maryland, Florida and
others. They all exhibit similar results. Since theCalifornia
data set is the largest with more than10 million points, we only
show its results. By default, we randomly sample1 million
points from theCalifornia data set. We also generate two types
of synthetic data sets, namely, the uniform (UN) points, and the
random-clustered (R-Cluster) points. Note that theCalifornia
data set is in2-dimensional space. For experiments in higher
dimensional space, we use theUN andR-Clusterdata sets.

Setup. Unless otherwise specified, we measured an algo-
rithm’s performance by thewall clock timemetric which is the
total execution timeof the algorithm, i.e, including both the IO
cost and the CPU cost. By default,100queries were generated
for each experiment and we report the average forone query.
For bothkNN and kNN-Join queries, the query point or the
query points are generated uniformly at random in the space
of the data setP . The default size ofP is N = 106. The
default value fork is 10. We keepα = 2, randomly shifted
copies, for theUN data set andα = min{4, d}, randomly
shifted copies, for theCalifornia andR-Clusterdata sets, and
setγ = 2k. These values ofα andγ do not change for different
dimensions. For theMedrank algorithms, we set itsα value
as2 for experiments in two dimensions and4 for d larger than
2. This is to make fair comparison with our algorithms (with
the same space overhead). The default dimensionality is2.

A. Results for thekNN Query
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Fig. 4. Impact ofα on the running
time.

Impact of α. The number
of “randomly shifted” copies
has a direct impact on the
running time for algorithms
zχ-kNN and z-kNN, as well
as their space overhead. Its
effect on the running time is
shown in Figure 4. For the
zχ-kNN algorithm, we expect
its running time to increase linearly withα. Indeed, this
is the case in Figure 4. The running time for the exactz-
kNN algorithm has a more interesting trend. For the uniform
UN data set, its running time also increases linearly with
α, simply because it has to search more tables, and for
the uniform distribution more random shifts do not change
the probability ofAχ = A. This probability is essentially
Pr(∃i, [zi

ℓ, z
i
h] ⊆ [zi

γℓ
, zi

γh
]) and it stays the same in the

uniform data for differentα values. The number of false
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Fig. 3. The approximation quality of thezχ-kNN andMedrankalgorithm: average and the %5-%95 confidence interval.

positive points also does not change much for the uniform
data, when using multiple shifts. On the other hand, for a
highly skewed data set, such asCalifornia, increasing the
α value could bring significant savings, even thoughz-kNN
has to search more tables. This is due to two reasons. First,
in highly skewed data sets, more “randomly shifted” copies
increase the probabilityPr(∃i, [zi

ℓ, z
i
h] ⊆ [zi

γℓ
, zi

γh
]). Second,

more shifts also help reduce the number of false positive points
around thekNN box, in at least one of the shifts. However,
largerα values also indicate searching more tables. We expect
to see a turning point, where the overhead of searching more
tables, when introducing additional shifts, starts to dominate.
This is clearly shown in Figure 4 for thez-kNN algorithm on
California, andα = 4 is the sweet spot. This result explains
our choice for the default value ofα. On the storage side, the
cost is linear inα. However, since we only keep a small,
constant number of shifts in any dimension, such a space
overhead is small. The running time and the space overhead of
theMedrankalgorithm increase linearly toα. Since its running
time is roughly2 orders of magnitude more expensive thanzχ-
kNN andz-kNN, we omitted it in Figure 4.

Approximation quality. We next study the approximation
quality of zχ-kNN, comparing againstMedrank. For different
values ofk (Figure 3(a)),N (Figure 3(b)),α (Figure 3(c)),
andγ (Figure 3(d)), Figure 3 confirms thatzχ-kNN achieves
very good approximation quality and significantly outperforms
Medrank. For zχ-kNN, we plot the averagetogether with the
5% − 95% confidence intervalfor 100 queries, and only the
average for theMedrankas it has a much larger variance. In
all cases, the average approximation ratio ofzχ-kNN stays
below 1.1, and the worst cases never exceed1.4. This is
usually two times better or more thanMedrank. These results
also indicate that our algorithm not only achieves an excellent
expected approximation ratio as our theorem has suggested,
but also has a very small variance in practice, i.e., its worst
case approximation ratio is still very good and much better
than the existing method. Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) indicate
that the approximate ratio ofzχ-kNN is roughly a constant over
k andN , i.e., it has a superb scalability. Figure 3(c) indicates
that the approximation quality ofzχ-kNN improves when more
“randomly shifted” tables are used. However, for all data sets,
even withα = 2, its average approximation ratio is already
around1.1. Figure 3(d) reveals that increasingγ slightly does
improve the approximation quality ofzχ-kNN, but not by too

much. Hence, aγ value that is close tok (say 2k) is good
enough. Finally, another interesting observation is that,for the
California and theR-Clusterdata sets, four random shifts are
enough to ensurezχ-kNN to give a nice approximation quality.
For theUN data set, two shifts already make it give an approx-
imation ratio that is almost1. This confirms our theoretical
analysis, that in practiceO(1) shift for zχ-kNN is indeed good
enough. Among the three data sets, not surprisingly, theUN
data set consistently has the best approximation quality and
the skewed data sets give slightly worse results. Increasing α
values does bring the approximation quality ofMedrankcloser
to zχ-kNN (Figure 3(c)), however,zχ-kNN still achieves much
better approximation quality.

Running time. Next we test the running time (Figure 5
in next page) of different algorithms for thekNN queries,
using default values for all parameters, but varyingk and
N . Since bothCalifornia andR-Clusterare skewed, we only
show results fromCalifornia. Figure 5 immediately tells that
both thezχ-kNN and thez-kNN significantly outperform other
methods by one to three orders of magnitude, including the
brute-force approachBF (the SQL query using the “Euclidean”
UDF directly), on millions of points and varyingk. In many
cases, the SQL version of theMedrank method is even worse
than theBF approach, because retrieving records from multiple
tables by cursors in a sorted order, round-by-round fashion
is very expensive in SQL; and updating the candidate set in
Medrank is also expensive by SQL. Thezχ-kNN has the best
running time followed by thez-kNN. Both of them outperform
the iDistance method by at least one order of magnitude. In
most cases, both thezχ-kNN and thez-kNN take as little as
0.01 to 0.1 second, for ak nearest neighbor query onseveral
millions of records, fork ≤ 100. Interestingly enough, both
Figure 5(a) and 5(b) suggest, that the running time for both
the zχ-kNN and thez-kNN increase very slowly, w.r.t the
increment on thek value. This is because the dominant cost
for both algorithms, is to identify the set of candidate points,
using theclusteredB+ tree. The sequential scan (with the
range depending on thek value) around the successor record
is extremely fast, and it is almost indifferent to thek values,
unless there is a significant increase. Figure 5(c) and 5(d)
indicate that the running time of all algorithms increase with
largerN values. For theCalifornia data set, as the distribution
is very skewed, the chance that our algorithms have to scan
more false positives and miss exactkNN results is higher.
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(a) Vary k: UN.
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(b) vary k: California.
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Fig. 5. kNN queries: running time of different algorithms, defaultN = 106, k = 10, d = 2, α = 2, γ = 2k.

Hence, thezχ-kNN and thez-kNN have higher costs than their
performance in theUN data set. Nevertheless, Figure 5(c) and
5(d) show thatzχ-kNN and z-kNN have excellent scalability
comparing to other methods, w.r.t the size of the database. For
example, for7 million records, they still just take less than0.1
second.

Effect of dimensionality. We next investigate the impact of
dimensionality to our algorithms, compared to theBF and the
SQL-version of the iDistance andMedrank methods, using
the UN and R-Clusterdata sets. The running time for both
data sets are similar, hence we only report the result from
R-Cluster. Figure 6(a) indicates that the SQL version of the
Medrankmethod is quite expensive. TheBF method’s running
time increases slowly with the dimensionality. This is expected
since the IOs contribute the dominant cost. Increasing the
dimensionality does not significantly affect the total number
of pages in the database. The running time ofzχ-kNN andz-
kNN do increase with the dimensionality, but at a much slower
pace compared to the SQL-versions of the iDistance, Medrank
and BF. When the dimension exceeds eight, the performance
of the SQL version iDistance becomes worse than theBF
method. When dimensionality becomes10, our algorithms
provide more than two orders of magnitude performance gain,
compared to theBF, the iDistanceand theMedrankmethods,
for both the uniform and the skewed data sets. Finally, we
study the approximation quality of thezχ-kNN algorithm,
compared against theMedrankwhen dimensionality increases
and the result is shown in Figure 6(b). Forzχ-kNN, we
show its average as well as the 5%-95% confidence interval.
Clearly, zχ-kNN gives excellent approximation ratios across
all dimensions and consistently outperforms theMedrank
algorithm by a large margin. Furthermore, similar to results
in two dimension from Figure 3,zχ-kNN has a very small
variance in its approximation quality across all dimensions.
For example, its average approximation ratio is1.2 when
d = 10, almost two times better thanMedrank; and its
worst case is below1.4 which is still much better than the
approximation quality of theMedrank.

B. Results for thekNN-Join Query

In this section, we study thekNN-Join queries, by com-
paring thezχ-kNNJ algorithm to theBF SQL query that uses
the UDF “Euclidean” as a major join condition (as shown
in Section I). By default,M = |Q| = 100. Similar to
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Fig. 7. kNN-Join running time:zχ-kNNJ vs BF.

results betweenzχ-kNN and z-kNN in the kNN queries, the
exact version of this algorithm (i.e.,z-kNNJ) has very similar
performance (in terms of the running time) to thezχ-kNNJ.
For brevity, we focus on thezχ-kNNJ algorithm. Figure 7
shows the running time of thekNN-Join queries, using either
the zχ-kNNJ or the BF when we vary eitherN or d on UN
andR-Clusterdata sets. In all cases,zχ-kNNJ is significantly
better than theBF method, which essentially reduces to the
nested loopjoin. Both algorithms are not sensitive to varying
k values up tok = 100 and we omitted this result for brevity.
However, theBF method does not scale well with larger
databases as shown by Figure 7(a). Thezχ-kNNJalgorithm, on
the contrary, has a much slower increase in its running time
when N becomes larger (up-to7 million records). Finally,
in terms of dimensionality (Figure 7(b)), both algorithms are
more expensive in higher dimensions. However, once again,
the zχ-kNNJ algorithm has a much slower pace of increment.
We also studied the approximation quality forzχ-kNNJ. Since
it is developed based on the same idea as the thezχ-kNN
algorithm, their approximation qualities are the same. Hence,
the results were not shown.

C. Updates and Distance Basedθ-Join

We also performed experiments on the distance basedθ-
Join queries. That too, has very good performance in practice.



As discussed in Section VI, our methods easily supports
updates, and the query performance is not affected by dynamic
updates. Many existing methods forkNN queries could suffer
from updates. For example, the performance of the iDistance
method depends on the quality of the initial clusters. When
there are updates, dynamically maintaining good clusters is a
very difficult problem [20]. This is even harder to achieve in
a relational database with only SQL statements. Medrank is
also very expensive to support ad-hoc updates [12].

D. Additional Query Conditions

Finally, another benefit of being relational is the easy
support for additional, ad-hoc query conditions. We have
verified this with both thezχ-kNN andz-kNN algorithms, by
augmenting additional query predicates and varying the query
selectivity of those predicates. When databases have meta-data
(some statistical information on different attributes) available
for estimating the query selectivity, the query optimizer is able
to perform further pruning based on those additional query
conditions. This is a natural result as both thezχ-kNN andz-
kNN algorithms are implemented by standard SQL operators.

VIII. R ELATED WORKS

The nearest neighbor query withLp norms has been ex-
tensively studied. In the context of spatial databases, R-tree
provides efficient algorithms using either the depth-first [29] or
the best-first [18] approach. These algorithms typically follow
the branch and bound principle based on the MBRs in an
R-tree index [6], [16]. Some commercial database engines
have already incorporated the R-tree index into their systems.
However, there are still many already deployed relational
databases in which such features are not available. Also, the
R-tree family has relatively poor performance for data beyond
six dimensions and thekNN-join with the R-tree is most likely
not available in the engines even if R-tree is available.

Furthermore, R-tree does not provide any theoretical guar-
antee on the query costs for nearest neighbor queries (even
for approximate versions of these queries). Computational
geometry community has spent considerable efforts in design-
ing approximate nearest neighbor algorithms [2], [9]. Arya
et al. [2] designed a modification of the standard kd-tree,
called the Balanced Box Decomposition (BBD) tree that
can answer(1 + ǫ)-approximate nearest neighbor queries in
O(1/ǫd log N). BBD-tree takesO(N log N) time to build.
BBD trees are certainly not available in any database engine.

Practical approximate nearest neighbor search methods do
exist. One is the well-known locality sensitive hashing (LSH)
[14], where data in high dimensions are hashed into random
buckets. By carefully designing a family of hash functions
to be locality sensitive, objects that are closer to each other
in high dimensions will have higher probability to end up in
the same bucket. The drawback of the basic LSH method is
that in practice, large number of hash tables may be needed
to approximate nearest neighbors well [25] and successful
attempts have been made to improve the performance of the
LSH-based methods [5], [30]. The LSH-based methods are

designed for data in extremely high dimensions (typically
d > 30 and up-to100 or more). It is not optimized for data in
relatively low dimensions. Our focus in this work is to design
relational algorithmsthat are tailored for the later (2 to 10
dimensions). Another approximate method that falls into this
class is the Medrank method [12]. In this method, elements are
projected to a random line, and ranked based on the proximity
of the projections to the projection of the query. Multiple
random projections are performed and the aggregation rule
picks the database element that has the best median rank. A
limitation of both the LSH-based methods and the Medrank
method is that they can only give approximate solutions and
could not help for finding the exact solutions. Note that for any
approximatekNN algorithm, it is always possible to, in a post-
processing step, retrieve the exactkNN result by a range query
using the distance betweenq and thekth nearest neighbor from
the approximate solution. However, it no longer guaranteesany
query costs provided by the approximate algorithm, as it was
not designed for the range query which, in high dimensional
space, often requires scanning the entire database.

Another method is to utilize the space-filling curves and
map the data into one dimensional space, represented by the
work of Liao et al. [23]. Specifically, their algorithm uses
O(d + 1) deterministicshifted copies of the data points and
stores them according to their positions along a Hilbert curve.
Then it is possible to guarantee that a neighbor within an
O(d1+1/t) factor of the exact nearest neighbor, can be returned
for anyLt norm with at mostO((d+1) log N) page accesses.
Our work is inspired by this approach [10], [23],however, with
significant differences. We adopted the Z-order for the reason
that the Z-value of any point can be computed using only the
bit shuffle operation. This can be easily done in a relational
database. More importantly, we userandom shifts instead
of deterministic shifts. Consequently, onlyO(1) shifts are
needed to get an expected constant approximation result, using
only O(log N) page accesses forany fixed dimensions. In
practice, our approximate algorithm gives orders of magnitude
improvement in terms of its efficiency, and at the same time
guarantees much better approximation quality comparing to
adopting existing methods by SQL. In addition, our approach
supportsefficient, exactkNN queries. It obtains the exactkNN
for certain types of distributions using onlyO(log N) page
accesses for any dimension, again using justO(1) random
shifts. Our approach also works forkNN-Joins.

Since we are using Z-values to transform points from higher
dimensions to one dimensional space, a related work is the
UB-Tree [28]. Conceptually, the UB-Tree is to index Z-values
using B-Tree. However, they [28] only studied range query
algorithms and they did not use random shifts to generate the
Z-values. To the best of our knowledge, the only prior work on
kNN queries in relational databases was [3]. However, it has
a fundamentally different focus. Their goal is to explore ways
to improve the query optimizer inside the database engine to
handlekNN queries. In contrast, our objective is to design
SQL-based algorithms outside the database engine.

The state of the art technique for retrieving the exactk



nearest neighbors in high dimensions is the iDistance method
[20]. Data is first partitioned into clusters by any popular
clustering method. A pointp in a clusterci is mapped to
a one-dimensional value, which is the distance betweenp and
ci’s cluster center. Then,kNN search in the original high
dimensional data set could be translated into a sequence of
incremental, recursive range queries, in these one dimensional
distance values [20], that gradually expands its search range
until kNN is guaranteed to be retrieved. Assuming that the
clustering step has been performed outside the database and
the incremental search step is achieved in a stored procedure,
one can implement a SQL-version of the iDistance method.
However, as it was not designed to be a SQL-based algorithm,
our algorithm outperforms this version of the iDistance method
as shown in Section VII.

Finally, thekNN-Join has also been studied [7], [8], [11],
[31], [32]. The latest results are represented by the iJoin algo-
rithm [32] and the Gorder algorithm [31]. The first approach
is based on the iDistance, and it extends the iDistance method
to support thekNN-Join. The extension is non-trivial and it is
not clear how to extend it into a relational algorithm using only
SQL statements. Gorder is a block nested loop join method
that exploits sorting, join scheduling and distance computation
filtering and reduction. Hence, it is an algorithm to be imple-
mented inside the database engine, which is different from our
objectives. Other join queries are considered for spatial data
sets as well, such as the distance join [17], [18], multiway
spatial join [26] and others. Interested readers are referred to
the article by Jacox et al. [19]. Finally, the distance-based
similarity join in GPU with the help ofz-order curves was
investigated in [24].

IX. CONCLUSION

This work revisited the classicalkNN-based queries. We
designed efficient algorithms that can be implemented by
SQL operators in large relational databases. We presented a
constant approximation for thekNN query, with logarithmic
page accesses in any fixed dimension and extended it to
the exact solution, both using justO(1) random shifts. Our
approach naturally supportskNN-Joins, as well as other inter-
esting queries. No changes are required for our algorithms for
different dimensions, and the update is almost trivial. Several
interesting directions are open for future research. One isto
study other related, interesting queries in this framework, e.g.,
the reverse nearest neighbor queries. The other is to examine
the relational algorithms to the data space other than theLp-
norms, such as the important road networks [22], [27].
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APPENDIX

A. Illustration of Data Sets

Examples of theCalifornia and theR-Clusterdata sets were
shown in Figure 8.

B. Proofs of Lemma 1 and 3

To prove Theorem 1 and its associated lemmas, we will first
need the solution to the following game: In a room tiled or
paved with equal square tiles (created using equidistant parallel
lines in the plane), a coin is thrown upwards; If the coin rests



cleanly (does not intersect any lines), the length of the square
tile is noted down and the game is over. Otherwise, the side
length of the square tiles in the room are doubled in size and
the same coin is tossed again. This process is repeated till the
coin rests cleanly inside a square tile.

Note that in our problem, the square tiles come from
quadtrees defined by Z-order, and the coin is defined by the
optimal k-nearest neighbor ball ofq′. What we are interested
in, is bounding the size of the smallest quadtree box that
containsB(q′, rad(q′,Aq′)). This leads to the next lemma:

Lemma 1 Let M be the smallest box, centered atq′ contain-
ing Aq′ and with side length2i (wherei is assumed w.l.o.g to
be an integer> 0) which is randomly placed in a quadtreeT
(associated with the Z-order). If the eventEj is defined asM
being contained in a quadtree boxMT with side length2i+j ,
and MT is the smallest such quadtree box, then

Pr(Ej) ≤
(

1 − 1

2j

)d
dj−1

2
j2−j

2

Proof: As shown in Figure 9, the probability thatMT will
be twice larger thanM is (1

2 )d. Let MT be of side length2i+j .

The probability thatM is contained inMT is (2j−1)d

(2j)d . The
probability that none of the boxes smaller thanMT contained
M is given by

∏j−1
l=1

(2l)d−(2l−1)d

(2l)d . The probability ofMT

containingM is therefore

Pr(Ej) =
(2j − 1)d

(2j)d

j−1
∏

l=1

(2l)d − (2l − 1)d

(2l)d

We now use the following inequality: Given0 < x < 1; (1 −
x)d ≤ 1− dx+ d(d− 1)x2

2! , which can be easily proved using
induction or alternating series estimation theorem. Puttingx =
1/2l we get:

(1 − x)d ≤ 1 − dx(1 + x/2) + d2x2/2

≤ 1 − d
2l

(

1 + 1/2l+1
)

+ d2/22l+1

To simplify the sum, we will use a Taylor series withx = 1
2l .

(1 − x)d ≤ 1 − dx + d(d − 1)
x2

2!
− d(d − 1)(d − 2)

x3

3!
+ . . .

≤ 1 − dx + (d2 − d)
x2

2!

≤ 1 − dx +
d2x2

2
− dx2

2

≤ 1 − dx
(

1 +
x

2

)

+
d2x2

2

≤ 1 − d

2l

(

1 +
1

2l+1

)

+
d2

22l+1

(a) California. (b) R-Cluster.

Fig. 8. Different data sets.

Fig. 9. (a)M lands cleanly on the quadtree boxMT twice its size. (b)M
lands cleanly on a quadtree box22 times its size. In both figures, if the upper
left corner ofM lies in the shaded area, the boxM does not intersect the
boundary ofMT .

Then, by substituting and simplifying

Pr(Ej) ≤
(

1 − 1

2j

)d j−1
∏

l=1

[

d

2l

(

1 +
1

2l+1

)

− d2

22l+1

]

≤
(

1 − 1

2j

)d j−1
∏

l=1

d

2l

[

1 +
d

22l+1
− d

22l+1

]

≤
(

1 − 1

2j

)d j−1
∏

l=1

d

2l

≤
(

1 − 1

2j

)d
dj−1

2
j2−j

2

Lemma 3 MT is only constant factor larger thanM in
expectation.

Proof: Recall from Lemma 1 thatj is such that the side
length ofMT is 2i+j . The probability for the eventEj is

P (Ej) =
(2j − 1)d

(2j)d

j−1
∏

l=1

(2l)d − (2l − 1)d

(2l)d

≤ (1 − 1

2j
)d dj−1

2
j2−j

2

From this, expected side length ofMT follows:
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Fig. 10. Additional Experimental Results.

E[2i+j ] ≤
∞
∑

j=1

2i+jP (Ej)

≤
∞
∑

j=1

2i+j(1 − 1

2j
)d dj−1

2
j2−j

2

≤ 2i
∞
∑

j=1

(1 − 1

2j
)ddj−12

3j−j2

2

Using Taylor’s approximation:
(

1 − 1

2j

)d

≤
(

1 − d2−j
(

1 + 2−1−j
)

+ d22−2j−1
)

and substituting in the expectation calculation, we get:

E[2i+j ]

≤ 2i
∞
X

j=1

`

1 − d2−j
`

1 + 2−1−j
´

+ d22−2j−1
´

dj−12
3j−j2

2

≤ 2i

Z

∞

j=1

`

1 − d2−j
`

1 + 2−1−j
´

+ d22−2j−1
´

dj−12
3j−j2

2 dj

≤ 2i∆ ∗ (

4 erf

 

1/4

√
2 (2 ln (d) − ln (2))

p

ln (2)

!

d −

2 d erf

 

1/4

√
2 (−3 ln (2) + 2 ln (d))

p

ln (2)

!

−

erf

 

1/4

√
2 (−5 ln (2) + 2 ln (d))

p

ln (2)

!

+

d erf

 

1/4

√
2 (−5 ln (2) + 2 ln (d))

p

ln (2)

!

+ 3 d − 1

)

where∆ = 2−11/8
√

πe1/2 (ln(d))2

ln(2) 1√
d ln 2

and erf(x) is the
error functionencountered in integrating the normal distribu-
tion whose value is always upper bounded by 1. Assumingd
is O(1), clearly, from the above inequality, we can see that the
expected side length ofMT is O(2i). In other words, the size
of MT is only a constant times larger than the size ofM in
expectation.

C. Additional Experimental Results

We omitted several experimental results in the main text
for brevity. Figure 10 shows these results. In particular, we

show here the running time experiment for the effect of
dimensionality onkNN queries using theUN data set in Figure
10(a); and the running time experiment forkNN-Join queries
for varying k values in Figure 10(b). They are supplemental
results to experiments in Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively.


